Sixth Form news
The Hustings

UK University Search Fair

students gathered in the
lecture theatre to hear
from the last four
candidates. Each of the
girls spoke with great
confidence and showed
immense passion for the
role they wished to fill. A
hint of nerves were visible
but it’s not exactly easy
presenting to a large
crowd
of
people,
especially your peers!
Members of staff handed out slips of paper and each
student was given the opportunity to vote for two
potential candidates for the roles of Head Girl and
Head Boy. The votes were to be counted at the end
of the school day. The top two boys and top two girls
with the highest votes were then to be given the task
of preparing and presenting an assembly to the lower
school. From there the potential Head Girl/Head Boy
was to be chosen.
Tough is one word I would use to describe this
process; nevertheless, all participants did extremely
well and showed their true qualities. So good luck to
them all and hopefully we shall all be finding out who
our Head Girl/Boy will be, very soon.
Sarandeep Gill (12JBA)

On Friday
5th February
Year
12
embarked
on a trip to the Emirates stadium, London, to
attend a university fair. While the journey there
may have been long, it was well worth the wait.
Once we arrived we were overwhelmed with a
wealth of variety and choice in terms of university
stands to go to. A huge range of universities from
Greenwich to Southampton were ready and waiting
to answer any questions students had about
universities specifically and in general. I personally
visited more than 10 of these stalls, all of which
were polite and surprisingly very honest with me. If
they believed their university didn’t supply the

required equipment or was simply not offering the
course at the same quality level as another
university, they told me straight away. This was a
general theme that ran through the entire day,
honesty and telling students how it is. This was
somewhat refreshing from the sugar coating most
university websites make about their own courses
to entice enrolment. It was nice to know who really
was offering me the best value for the course.
Furthermore the day was littered with talks about
finance and more. This further helped clarify what
university life was like and how it is more
affordable than most people think! All in all the day
may have been long but was well worth the visit,
even if the stadium was for a terrible football team!
Michael George (12ABN)

At 8:30 am Sixth Form students clambered into the
hall, patiently anticipating the speeches.
The atmosphere was quite intense as the first
candidate took to the front. Each student was
intently listening to what the candidates had to
offer. The first four speeches went by quickly; they
had all prepared excellently. Unfortunately, the
trilling sound of the bell indicated that the
speeches would have to come to a halt. The
remaining four candidates were scheduled to
present their speeches
at the start of lunch.
The first four were
lucky enough to get it
out of the way, whilst
the remaining four had
a few hours of waiting
before they could get
their speeches out
there and win over the
votes of their fellow
classmates.
At lunch, all Sixth Form
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